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Executive summary
This deliverable presents the initial version of the MUSA Integrated Development Environment (IDE)
for the security-aware design of multi-cloud applications. More particularly, the document describes
the MUSA Modeller which supports the modelling of multi-cloud applications taking into account
their security concerns. The MUSA Modeller enables: (a) the multi-cloud secure application
components design and (b) embedding the security needs inside the application software following a
non-intrusive approach.
The document is the technical report that accompanies the actual initial software prototype of the
MUSA Modeller that has been designed and developed following the architecture and implementation
described herein.
The initial version of the prototype described herein will be superseded by the final tool description
that will be included in future deliverable D2.4 Final MUSA IDE for security-aware design of multicloud applications at the end of the project.
Note that the initial version of the MUSA SLA Generator that supports the SLA specification and
composition of security requirements together with functional needs was already described in
deliverable D2.1 Initial SbD methods for multi-cloud applications. The MUSA SLA Generator
together with the MUSA Modeller and their accompanying repositories constitute the Key Result KR1
of MUSA project, i.e. the MUSA IDE.
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1 Introduction
1.1 Objective of this document
This document is the deliverable D2.2 Initial MUSA IDE for security-aware design of multi-cloud
applications of MUSA project [1] (see Appendix A).
In order to address the project Objective SO2, the aim of this document is to describe the initial
version of the methods for security-aware analysis and design of multi-cloud applications along with
the tool developed to support them. Although the MUSA IDE is composed of the SLA Generator, Risk
Assessment Module, Decision Support Tool along with the Modeller tools, this document focuses only
on the latter. That is the MUSA Modeller, which supports the edition of the multi-cloud application
models. Therefore, the document does not include the specification of the MUSA SLA Generator for
the Service Level Agreement (SLA) creation and composition which was already described in
deliverable D2.1 Initial SbD methods for multi-cloud applications.
The modelling process starts with the analysis of the multi-cloud application and identification of its
components and their functional and security requirements. Moreover, the DevOps Team will use the
MUSA Modeller to specify (optionally) the MUSA security agents (both monitoring and enforcement)
to use in order to assure security property along the application lifecycle.
As other MUSA tools in the framework, this tool can be accessed from the MUSA framework Frontend (Kanban board like dashboard) that integrates the usage of the individual tools, for which a
detailed description is provided in deliverable D1.3 Initial MUSA framework implementation.

1.2 Structure of this document
After this introductory section, the document is structured as follows:


Section 2 presents the requirements related to the multi-cloud application modelling and
requirements specification activity among those presented in Deliverable D1.1, and discusses
their coverage by the current prototype application.



Section 3 presents the state-of-the-art in multi-cloud application representation languages and
supporting tools that were studied for the design of the MUSA Modeller.



Section 4 specifies the MUSA modelling language developed on top of CAMEL Domain
Specific Language for multi-cloud applications.



Section 5 describes the architectural design of the MUSA Modeller.



Section 6 provides details on the current initial MUSA Modeller prototype implementation.



Section 7 summarizes the main innovation brought by MUSA mechanisms and tools on multicloud modelling.



Section 8 concludes the document by explaining the future work in multi-cloud modelling till
the end of the project.



The Appendix A contextualizes the document by describing the MUSA motivation and
background.



In the Appendix B we include the current version of the extensions to CAMEL developed in
MUSA.



Finally, the Appendix C illustrates the meta-model through an example of the CPIM generated
for the Case Study B of MUSA.

1.3 Relationships with other deliverables
The D2.2 presented in this document relates to the following deliverables:
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D2.1 Initial SbD methods for multi-cloud applications, which describes the initial mechanisms and
tools that MUSA offers to define the security constraints of a multi-cloud application, in order to
support a security-by-design development process, focusing on the SLA Generation. The
document includes a detailed description of the MUSA IDE SLA Generator proof-of-concept.



D2.4 Final MUSA IDE for security-aware design of multi-cloud applications, which will detail the
evolved final version of the MUSA Modeller presented herein.



D1.3 Initial MUSA framework implementation, which details the initial MUSA framework
integration and implementation, explaining the MUSA Front-end Kanban tool.

1.4 Contributors
The following partners have contributed to this deliverable:


Tecnalia



CERICT



Montimage

1.5 Acronyms and abbreviations
API

Application Programming Interface

DSL

Domain-Specific Language

BPEL

Business Process Execution Language

DST

Decision Support Tool

BPMN

Cloud-enabled Computation
Independent Model

IDE

Integrated Development
Environment

CAMEL

Cloud Application Modelling and
Execution Language

MDE

Model-Driven Engineering

CAML

Cloud Application Modelling Language

QoS

Quality Of Service

CCIM

Cloud-enabled Computation
Independent Model

SLA

Service Level Agreement

CloudML

Cloud Modelling Language

TOSCA

Topology and Orchestration
Specification for Cloud
Applications

CPIM

Cloud Provider Independent Model

UML

Unified Modelling Language

CPSM

Cloud Provider-Specific Model

URL

Uniform Resource Locator

CSP

Cloud Service Provider

EMF

Eclipse Modelling Framework
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2 MUSA requirements for security-aware design of multi-cloud
applications
This section reports on the coverage of requirements elicited in the context of WP1 and described in
section 4 of MUSA deliverable D1.1 Initial MUSA framework specification [2]. In particular, the
considered requirements refer to MUSA Modeller that is the part of the MUSA IDE that supports the
creation of the multi-cloud application specification model. In addition to identify its functional and
security requirements, the DevOps Team use the MUSA Modeller to specify (optionally) the MUSA
security agents (both monitoring and enforcement) to use in the multi-cloud application components.
In the following, we identify the requirements that are relevant for the MUSA Modeller highlighting
whether they have been covered by the current prototype. Therefore, Table 1 summarizes the MUSA
requirements that are relevant to the modelling phase in MUSA.

ReqID
S1.2-R2

S1.4-R1

Table 1. Requirements for the MUSA Modeller
Title
Description
Prio
rity
Selection of security The MUSA framework should provide
1
controls provided by technical information regarding the
the cloud service (by security controls offered by the cloud
the CSP)
services (by the CSPs) in the market,
in order they can be selected for the
application components to use them.
Multi-cloud
app The MUSA Framework should
1
modelling tool
provide a tool that support application
architects in the modelling of multicloud applications.

S1.4-R2

Multi-cloud
app The MUSA Framework should
properties defining provide a tool that support application
tool
architects in the definition of
functional and security properties of
multi-cloud applications.

S1.4-R3

Tool for defining the The MUSA Framework should
requirements of the provide a tool that enables application
cloud services
architects to model functional and
security requirements of the cloud
services where the multi-cloud
application will be deployed.
Support modeling of The MUSA Framework should
multi-cloud
provide a tool to support application
applications
architects in the modelling of multicloud applications, in order to identify
their architecture and deployment.

S2.1-R1

Coverage status

The
initial
prototype allows
specifying
the
security controls
required in the
components.
The
prototype
allows
for
modelling multicloud applications
in an enriched
version
of
CAMEL
language.
1 The
enriched
CAMEL
used
allows
for
specifying
deployment and
security
requirements.
1 This
part
is
covered in MUSA
by MUSA SLA
Generator [3].

1 The
enriched
CAMEL
used
allows
for
specifying
deployment and
security
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Prio
rity

Coverage status
requirements.

S2.1-R2

S2.3.12

S5.1-R1

S5.2-R1

S5.2-R2

Support
defining The MUSA Framework should
multi-facet
provide a tool that supports application
requirements
architects in the definition of
application’s security, functional and
business requirements. The tool should
enable the architect to specify complex
requirements related to the usage of the
cloud resources belonging to different
providers.
Coherent Interfaces The MUSA Framework should
for user interaction
provide a mechanism that allows the
user defining security and functional
requirements of cloud resources to use.

Information
Governance/
Practice
accreditations
Specification

Best
-

The
MUSA
framework
should
support application
developer to specify
the
country/region
where
the
data
should reside.
The
MUSA
framework
should
support application
developer to specify
national security and
information
governance
requirements.

The MUSA Framework should allow
for specifying the need of particular
security accreditations of CSP's (define
it
in
multi-cloud
application
SLA/model through MUSA IDE and
then MUSA DST interprets and selects
cloud resources according to this).
Examples include but are not limited
to IS027001, EuCoC, Uptime Institute
Tier rating
The MUSA framework should support
application developer in specifying the
country/region where the data should
reside.

The MUSA framework should support
application developer in specifying
national security and information
governance requirements.

1 Partially covered
in the prototype,
the specification
of
business
requirements is
missing.

1 The
prototype
offers a GUI for
the users to create
the
multi-cloud
application
models. The tool
is also integrated
with the MUSA
front-end.
2 This
part
is
covered in MUSA
by MUSA SLA
Generator [3].

1 The
prototype
allows
for
specifying
the
location
requirement for
deployment.
3 Not in MUSA
project lifetime.
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Title

S5.3-R1

Geo
Redundant
Storage
Specification

S5.3-R4

CSP
Resilience
levels - Specification

S5.4-R1

Cloud setting type Specification

S5.4-R2

Cloud bursting
Specification

S5.5-R1

Geolocation
component
Specification

S6.1-R3

Language for the
specification
of
security properties in
app model

S6.2-R1

Extract/process
security requirements
from components
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Description

-

of
-

Prio Coverage status
rity
The MUSA framework should support
3 Not in MUSA
application developer in specifying the
project lifetime.
need of geo redundant storage (in
MUSA IDE and DST interprets)
The MUSA Framework should support
2 Not
addressed
application developer in specifying the
yet.
levels of resilience (up-time, overhead
in VPN compatibility) required from
the CSPs.
The MUSA Framework should allow
3 Not in MUSA
application developer specifying the
project lifetime.
type of cloud setting (hybrid, public,
private, community) required for the
multi-cloud application.
The MUSA framework should support
2 Not
addressed
application developer in specifying the
yet,
though
hybrid cloud for bursting functionality
CAMEL
is
under scalability settings of multiprepared
for
cloud application.
specifying
scalability
requirements.
The MUSA framework should support
1 The
prototype
application developer in specifying the
allows
for
country/region where the application
specifying
the
component should be executed/reside.
location
requirement for
deployment.
The MUSA framework provides a
1 The
enriched
modelling language which will be used
CAMEL
used
to define the multi-cloud application
allows
for
security
requirements.
(App
specifying
architecture modelling language).
deployment and
security
requirements.
The MUSA framework provides
3 Not in MUSA
functionality to assist developer to
project lifetime.
specify security requirements for
existing application components. This
can be the MUSA security definition
language source or a pre-compiled
version. Source can be file, http, git,
jar etc.

In summary, the security-aware multi-cloud application modelling language and supporting tool in
MUSA should address the following requirements:


The language should follow a component-based approach. Therefore, it is required to capture
components, their capabilities as well as component dependencies (such as, the amount of
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communication between components) in models in order to be possible to reason, for
instance, through effective multi-cloud deployment or security status monitoring.


In order to fully support multi-cloud provisioning, it is required to gather cloud infrastructure
descriptions through the modelling of the types of resources exposed by these infrastructures
and required by the multi-cloud application or its components.



The language should support security requirement concept. Users require expressing security
properties and requirements in multi-cloud applications and their components. In a
sustainable partnership the parties involved should agree on the minimum level of service
quality (with regard to system availability and speed) that is to be observed. In practice,
however, the issue of quality is frequently left open in the service level agreement. In addition
to the quality of service, the varied aspects of data protection and data security are also
extremely important for the cloud consumer when drawing up a full and complete agreement.



The language should support security control concept. Users have to identify the security
controls required to guarantee security requirements are respected. A security control can be
defined as a safeguard or a countermeasure prescribed to protect a system and meet a set of
defined security requirement.



The language should allow declarative expression of complex deployment requirements such
as formal, detailed resource requirements (e.g., minimum performance or geolocation).



The tool should help users to automatize the multi-cloud application lifecycle as much as
possible. Managing the lifecycle of applications is still a tedious task and what is worse the
speed at which applications change in the cloud affects their security. Therefore, it is vital to
allow users to explicitly define these processes.



The tool should be tightly integrated with the other tools in the framework for a seamless
management the multi-cloud application lifecycle, so the DevOps teams can work efficiently
and following agile practices.
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3 Existing multi-cloud application representation languages and
supporting tools
This section includes an analysis of the existing languages and tools that already support, up to a point,
the modelling of multi-cloud applications.

3.1 Cloud modelling languages
In the following, we describe a number of formalisms or languages that are currently used for
modelling cloud applications.

3.1.1 CAMEL
Cloud Application Modelling and Execution Language (CAMEL) [4] is a family of domain-specific
languages (DSLs) defined in the PaaSage EU project [5] in order to cover the necessary aspects of the
modelling and execution of cross-cloud applications.
As described in [6], CAMEL integrates and extends existing DSLs, namely Cloud Modelling
Language (CloudML) [7] [8], Saloon [9], and the organisation part of CERIF [10]. In addition,
CAMEL integrates new DSLs developed within the project, such as the Scalability Rule Language
(SRL) [11] or new features (e.g. WS-Agreement parts etc.). Generally speaking, CloudML is used to
describe the application structure and specify the topology of virtual machines and application
components [12]. In brief, the key modelling elements that CAMEL shares with CloudML are: Cloud,
VM type and VM instance, Internal component, Hosting and Hosting Instance, Communication and
Communication Instance.
In addition, CAMEL enables engineers to specify multiple aspects of cross-cloud applications, such as
provisioning and deployment topology and requirements, service-level objectives, metrics, scalability
rules, providers, organisations, users, roles, security controls, execution contexts, execution histories,
etc.
CAMEL supports models@run-time, which provides an abstract representation of the underlying
running system, whereby a modification to the model is enacted on-demand in the system, and a
change in the system is automatically reflected in the model. By exploiting models at both design- and
run-time, and by allowing both direct and programmatic manipulation of models, CAMEL enables
self-adaptive cross-cloud applications (i.e., cross-cloud applications that automatically adapt to
changes in the environment, requirements, and usage).
To facilitate the integration across the components managing the life cycle of multi-cloud applications,
PaaSage leverages upon CAMEL models that are progressively refined throughout the modelling,
deployment, and execution phases of the PaaSage workflow [13] as it is shown in the next figure.
Where the white trapezes represent the activities performed by the PaaSage user. And the white
rectangles represent the processes executed by the PaaSage platform. The coloured shapes represent
the modelling artefacts, whereby the blue ones pertain to the modelling phase, the red ones to the
deployment phase, and the green ones to the execution phase.
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Figure 1. CAMEL models in the PaaSage workflow [13]

3.1.2 TOSCA
Topology and Orchestration Specification for Cloud Applications (TOSCA) specification [14] is an
open standard that provides a language to describe service components and their relationships.
TOSCA defines a cloud application as a service and it allows defining the topology of this service as
well as its orchestration. TOSCA defines a meta-model for defining IT services that can represent a
cloud application.
The core concepts of TOSCA specification are depicted in the next figure.

Figure 2. TOSCA core concepts [14]
The topology template defines the structure of a service and plans define the process models used to
manage a service during its lifecycle. A topology template consists of a set of Node Templates and
Relationship Templates that together define the topology of a service where the Node Template is a
component of the whole service. A Node Template is an instance of a Node Type, which defines
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properties of this component node and operations (via Interfaces) used to manage the component
node. The Node Type also outlines the capabilities and requirements of the component of a service.
These features can be used to express that a component (node) requires certain capabilities provided
from other component or to express that a component has requirements over the deployment
environment. The requirements and capabilities can optionally be connected via Relationship
Templates to indicate that a specific requirement of one node is fulfilled by a specific capability
provided by another node [14].
Next figure shows different layers involved when designing a cloud application with TOSCA [15].

Figure 3. Using TOSCA to model cloud applications [15]
The Service Template is defined using XML Schema 1.0 specification.
The Plans are defined as process models and the TOSCA specification relies on existing languages
such as BPMN or BPEL for that purpose.
TOSCA specification also defines an archive format for modelled cloud applications: CSAR (Cloud
Service ARchive). This archive will include beside the modelled service template of the cloud
application, the deployment and implementation artefacts that are needed in a certain environment
(such as a deployment environment).

Figure 4. Structure of the CSAR [14]
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3.1.3 CloudML
CloudML (Cloud Modelling Language) [7] [8] is an initiative by SINTEF research center in Norway
which aims at providing a domain-specific language to support the specification of provisioning,
deployment and adaptation concerns related to multi-cloud systems at design-time and their enactment
at runtime. CloudML’s background is PIM4Cloud [16] language, defined in REMICS project.
CloudML has been further enhanced through projects like MODAClouds, PaaSage and REMICS.
Next figure shows the main concepts of the CloudML meta-model according to the official website of
CloudML [17]. Its abstract syntax is realized in terms of a meta-model based on Ecore.

Figure 5. Main concepts of the CloudML meta-model
CloudML is inspired by the OMG Model-Driven architecture [18] and supports application
deployments to be specified in terms of cloud provider independent models (CPIM), where the
refinement into cloud provider-specific models (CPSM) is foreseen in a separate step.
A CloudML model assembles components exposing ports (or interfaces), and bindings between these
ports. Therefore, the main concepts of CloudML can be summarized as follows:


Internal component: Represents a reusable type of application component to be deployed onto
an external component.



External component: Represents a reusable type of a virtual machine or platform service.



Port: Represents a required or provided port to a feature of a component.



Communication: Represents a communication binding between ports of two components,
which implies a dependency between the components.



Hosting: Represents a binding between a component deployed onto another one.



Cloud: Represents a collection of virtual machines offered by a particular cloud provider.

Like TOSCA, CloudML is also built on component-based approaches, which facilities reusability and
separation of concerns [8]. Moreover, CloudML exploits the type-instance pattern [19] to foster reuse
of defined types, e.g., a virtual machine type with specific characteristics.
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3.1.4 CloudML in MODAClouds
In MODAClouds project, a large set of tool-supported domain-specific languages collectively called
MODACloudML has been developed. MODACloudML relies on the following three layers of
abstraction [20]:


Cloud-enabled Computation Independent Model (CCIM) to describe an application and its
data.



Cloud-Provider Independent Model (CPIM) to describe cloud concerns related to the
application in a cloud-agnostic way.



Cloud-Provider Specific Model (CPSM) to describe the cloud concerns needed to deploy and
provision the application on a specific cloud.

Within MODACloudML, CloudML is exploited both at design-time to describe the deployment of
application components on cloud resources as well as the provisioning of these resources at the CPIM
and CPSM levels, and at run-time to manage the deployed applications. As a result, CloudML model
encompasses runtime information such as IP addresses, cloud resources ids and statuses. As a part of
MODACloudML, CloudML interacts with CCIM models describing the application to be deployed as
well as models exploited for data migration and QoS optimisation and performance analysis:


Data Model: describes the main data structures associated with the application to be built. It
can be expressed in terms of typical ER diagrams and enriched by a meta-model that specifies
functional and non-functional data properties. At the CPIM level, this model refines the
CCIM data model to describe it in terms of logical models. At the CPSM level, it describes
the data model based on the specific data structures implemented by the cloud providers.



QoS Model: includes QoS properties (e.g., response time) at the application level as well as
QoS properties of cloud resources in both a provider-independent (CPIM level) and a
provider-specific (CPSM level) way. It includes cost information, thus offering the possibility
to estimate an upper-bound for application costs.



Monitoring rules: control the execution of specific software artefacts, including components
and data assigned to specific resources. They are used to indicate to the run-time platform the
components to be monitored.

3.1.5 CAML in ARTIST
In the ARTIST EU project [21], the selection of the target cloud environment has been addressed in
the context of a migration scenario by introducing concepts that enable not only technical-related
information to be captured (e.g., cloud services and performance characteristics) but also business
related ones (e.g., the costs of such services). Particularly the technical-related information is exploited
in the refinement of deployment models towards the selected cloud environment.
For this reason, UML is favoured to reverse engineer models from software artefacts [22]. The project
created UML profiles to facilitate capturing environment-specific information in the models, which
benefits both reverse-engineering and forward-engineering.
As UML’s standard deployment language does not provide support to modelling concepts specific to
cloud environments, the ARTIST project provided the Cloud Application Modelling Language
(CAML) which extends UML. In this project, CloudML has been realised as a UML internal DSL
based on lightweight extensions to the deployment viewpoint in terms of a library and profiles. They
are especially beneficial for migration scenarios where reverse-engineered UML models are tailored
towards the environment of the selected cloud provider in a forward engineering step [22]. The project
developed UML profiles capturing environment-specific information for a number of well-known
cloud environments, e.g., Amazon AWS, Google Cloud Platform, and Microsoft Azure, have been
introduced. These cloud environment profiles can be refined by using the so called meta-profiles that
allow detailing cross-cutting technical-related information (e.g., the performance of a virtual machine)
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and business-related information (e.g., the upfront and hourly costs of a virtual machine). Capturing
domain knowledge in UML profiles allows for a clear separation between CPIM and CPSM
abstraction levels, and applying the UML profiles to CPIM in its refinement towards CPSM.

3.2 Cloud modelling tools
In this chapter, we describe the main open source software tools available currently for modelling
cloud applications.

3.2.1 CAMEL
The CAMEL tool developed in PaaSage supports the creation of CAMEL models. At the beginning of
the PaaSage project, CAMEL consisted of a family of loosely coupled DSLs, where the first member
of the family was CloudML. During the course of the project, this family of loosely coupled DSLs was
transformed into a single DSL. To integrate concepts from multiple DSLs into CAMEL, the project
leverages upon the Eclipse Modelling Framework (EMF) and Object Constraint Language (OCL)
[23]. The current version of CAMEL tool is realized in terms of an Ecore based meta-model organised
into packages that include cross references as a result of the integration.
The tool is supported by valuable documentation exemplifying how to specify models through the
CAMEL Textual Editor as well as how to programmatically manipulate and persist them with CDO.
This documentation focuses on the Scalarm [24] use case application to exemplify how to specify
CAMEL models. Scalarm is a scientific platform enabling users to execute data farming experiments
on heterogeneous computing resources and analyse data farming experiment results.
Thanks to the combination of EMF [25], Eclipse OCL [26], and Xtext [27] technologies, the CAMEL
Textual Editor allows PaaSage users not only to specify CAMEL models but also to syntactically and
semantically validate them as it is shown in the following figure.

Figure 6. Scalarm example of CAMEL tool
In addition, as it is shown in the next figure, the documentation includes examples to show the Java
code for programmatically saving, loading, and modifying part of a deployment model in a CDO
repository. Moreover, the Java code for programmatically saving, loading, and modifying models from
other packages of the CAMEL meta-model is analogous.
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Figure 7. JAVA API example of CAMEL tool

3.2.2 Eclipse Winery
The University of Stuttgart developed an open source TOSCA ecosystem which includes [28]:


The Winery modelling tool, a web-based environment to graphically model TOSCA
topologies and plans managing these topologies.



OpenTOSCA container, which is a TOSCA runtime environment.

 Vinothek, a self-service portal where the deployed CSARs are visible for end users.
Eclipse Winery’s [29] main features are type management and graphical topology modelling where
the defined types are instantiated and interlinked. Winery consists of four parts: (1) the type and
template management, (2) the topology modeller, (3) the BPMN4TOSCA plan modeller and (4) the
repository.
The type, template and artefact management, the first component, enables managing all TOSCA types,
templates and related artefacts. This includes node types, relationship types, policy types, artefact
types, artefact templates and artefacts such as virtual machine images.
The topology modeller, the second component, enables to create service templates. Service templates
consist of instances of node types (node templates) and instances of relationship types (relationship
templates). They can be annotated with requirements and capabilities, properties, and policies.
The BPMN4TOSCA plan modeller, the third component, offers web-based creation of BPMN models
with the TOSCA extension BPMN4TOSCA. That means the modeller supports the BPMN elements
and structures required by TOSCA plans and not the full set of BPMN.
The repository, the fourth component, stores TOSCA models and allows managing their content. For
instance, node types, policy types, and artefact templates are managed by the repository. The
repository is also responsible for importing and exporting CSARs, the exchange format of TOSCA
files and related artefacts.
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As an example in [30], Figure 8 shows the TOSCA application topology of the Moodle application.
Amazon EC2 is used to host two virtual machines: one is used to host a MySQL database, the other
one to host an Apache Web Server, which serves the Moodle PHP application. The PHP application
connects to the MySQL database, which is depicted as orange arrow.

Figure 8. Example of Moodle application of Winery tool

3.2.3 Creator4Clouds
The open source IDE developed by MODAClouds called Creator4Clouds allows users to design cloud
applications mostly independently from the cloud provider. This IDE realizes the model driven
engineering (MDE) approach leveraged by MODAClouds by means of the MODACloudML
modelling language [31].
MODAClouds provides both design time and runtime tool to aid cloud application developers and
application providers in creating cloud provider independent applications. The IDE is the integration
pivot of the MODAClouds design time tools by means of a set of decision support tools that are used
to guide end users in the construction of the model of an application and further exploitation by
deploying it on a cloud platform.
The IDE is composed of 5 sub-tools [32]:


The Functional Modelling Tool implements the MODACloudML meta-model and provides a
user interface allowing users to edit and store a MODACloud model. It also provides
transformation, reverse engineering, traceability and document and code generation
capabilities.



The Decision Making Toolkit allows the feasibility study engineer to model the costs and
risks of a given application architecture, in order to help him /her deciding on the best
combination of cloud providers.



The QoS Modelling and Analysis Tool allows the QoS engineer modelling the QoS
requirements of the application, assess the performance of a given deployment and
identifying the deployment that minimizes costs. The results of this analysis are then going to
be used by the application developer and the application provider to eventually improve the
design of the application code and data for the first and deployment for the second.
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The Data Mapping Component allows the application developer to design the data that is
manipulated and stored by the application. The user is then able to find the data structures that
allow for best runtime performance.



The Deployment and Provisioning Component interfaces with the MODAClouds runtime
components and allows the application provider to deploy the designed application.

The CloudML Deployment and Provisioning Component of Creator4Clouds supports the following
providers and services [32]: Amazon EC2, Flexiant FCO, Openstack nova, Amazon Beanstalk,
Amazon RDS, Amazon SQS, CloudBees Application container, CloudBees database and Cloud
Foundry v2 Public and Private clouds.
The tool is supported by with valuable documentation related to its general philosophy and the general
usage such as:


How to model a CCIM Architecture



How to model a Deployment Architecture at CPIM and CPSM level



How to use the IDE to perform simulations on the application in cloud environment



How to use the IDE to deploy an application on multi-clouds environment



How to use the IDE to plan the monitoring process of the deployed application

In addition, this documentation comes with several examples of the usage of the Functional Modelling
tool applied to real projects such as the SOFTEAM’s Constellation [33], a multi-cloud application
modelled as independent components deployable on a multi-cloud environment.

Figure 9. Constellation project example of Creator4Clouds tool
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4 MUSA modelling language for multi-cloud applications
In the last years the number of market offerings of cloud based infrastructure services and platform
services has increased notably along with the number of providers. One of the main problems is that
cloud providers support different interfaces for different set of services. As a result, DevOps teams, ,
envisioned to operate the MUSA IDE, need to learn and automate the process behind the provisioning
of application services when deploying a cloud application. Among other tasks, they need to learn how
to create VMs and how to choose the right VM sizes for each service. To overcome these limits,
current research stakeholders propose to take advantage of the well-known Model Driven Engineering
(MDE) techniques to configure the deployment of cloud applications.
Models can be specified using general-purpose languages like the Unified Modelling Language
(UML) [34]. However, to fully unfold the potential of MDE, models are frequently specified using
domain-specific languages (DSLs), which are tailored to a specific domain of concern [29].
The MDE techniques become really interesting for multi-cloud application specification when the
model captures multi-concern information, expressed at high level first and detailed at low level
application platform afterwards, and when the model is enacted at runtime. This allows for a seamless
alignment of design decisions with actual deployment and application execution. In this line work
CloudML and CAMEL (which includes CloudML as Deployment model for expressing deployment
needs) languages.
In MUSA we have adopted the Cloud Application Modelling and Execution Language (CAMEL) to
cope with modelling of multi-cloud applications. Prior to making such decision, the MUSA partners
have performed a deep review of the state of the art of modelling languages for multi-cloud
applications and held several meetings with the most relevant actors in ARTIST, MODAClouds,
PaaSage and TOSCA. Note that Tecnalia worked in ARTIST’s CAML, CA Technologies worked in
MODAClouds and collaborates in TOSCA specification, and LHS is working in PaaSage project.
The rationale for the selection of CAMEL on top of other versions of CloudML and TOSCA is the
following.
First, the enactment of the multi-cloud application model at runtime is not needed in MUSA. This is
because in MUSA we do not have a single model of the multi-cloud application to capture all the
aspects, but several models. In MUSA we use the CAMEL model of the application to express
architecture, security and deployment requirements but it is the Security SLA models (created by the
SLA Generator) of the components the ones that will capture the required security features over the
cloud providers and the Compose Security SLA the one that will be used to express the guarantees of
the overall application and control the application behaviour at runtime. Multi-cloud applications
redesigns will be driven by actual measurements taken about the Service Level Objectives and metrics
stated in the Composed Security SLA. In MUSA we also use the Decision Support Tool data model
for expressing business and security requirements over the cloud providers, and the deployment
Implementation plan as the cloud platform dependent deployment model.
Second, compared to CloudML variants, CAMEL includes CloudML as Deployment model, so
adopting it implies adopting CloudML in this sense. Besides, CAMEL includes also other models such
as Security and Requirements models that are valuable when placing the focus on security. CAMEL
follows the same approach that CloudML in relation to the provision of a single set of abstractions and
APIs so that developers can define declaratively: (i) the application architecture made of components,
(ii) their use/host relationships so that they can be properly configured and deployment orders
automatically derived, (iii) constraints on the characteristics of the required types of VMs and (iv) the
execution commands to provision application components.
At this point, we should remember that MUSA project was born with the objective of supporting cloud
adoptions by addressing current security open issues, since companies are reluctant to adopt cloud
computing because of the difficulty in evaluating the trade-off between cloud benefits and the
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additional security risks and privacy issues it may bring. Therefore, it is required to adopt a language
that allows end-user to friendly and easily create and deploy security-aware components balancing
security with performance properties. They have to deal with the security of the individual
components as well as with the overall application security including the communications and the data
flow between the components.
CAMEL includes two main security-oriented meta-models [29]: the Security meta-model to support
the specification of security requirements posed by users and capabilities of cloud providers (in form
of security controls and service level objectives) and the Organisation meta-model that captures
security-oriented information about organisations including organisation security policies, users and
roles.
The application requirements in CAMEL are mainly captured by the Requirements meta-model. Thus,
both the Security and the Requirements meta-models can complementarily capture security
requirements. CAMEL offers support to the following tasks [35]: (a) matching in deployment phase
security capabilities and requirements of the application to the security controls offered by the cloud
providers; (b) monitoring and assessing security SLOs which can be mapped to adaptation rules in
order to adapt the structure or behaviour of an application to exhibit the security level required.
Although both PaaSage and MUSA projects have similar visions, the main divergence is that in
MUSA the low level security information is captured and managed by two other MUSA tools: the
SLA Generator and the Decision Support Tool. These tools use more specialised languages,
respectively: the SPECS Security SLA model (extended by MUSA to represent multi-cloud
applications’ Security SLAs) and the Decision Support Tool’s Cloud Service Provider (CSP) data
model that allows defining full flavoured business and security requirements and capabilities for cloud
service match-making.
The CAMEL language already supports some degree of access control in the form of allowing the
specification of the organisation policies that rule which organisation roles can have access to which
services and which private information in the application. Nevertheless, the access control support in
MUSA is done through the enforcement agents in the components (see HA framework and Access
Control framework in deliverable D4.2 Initial MUSA Security Assurance Platform) and we are still
studying how the CAMEL features supporting access control can be combined with the access control
settings that the MUSA agents require for a coherent and efficient enforcement.
Third, compared to TOSCA, MUSA end-users had already experienced with CAMEL and liked the
language expressiveness and it was the only language that already provided rich Security model and
Requirements model (for deployment). TOSCA provides a language for specifying the application
components comprising the topology of cloud-based applications along with the processes for their
orchestration. TOSCA supports the specification of types and templates, but not instances in
deployment models.
Last but not least, the feedback received from the industrial partners about previous experiences with
multi-cloud modelling languages and tools was considered as fundamental. On the one hand, the LHS
team in MUSA highlighted that the target user group would be DevOps teams who prefer text based
information formats better than graphical ones, since text-based format models are easier to read, to
compare to identify differences and to manage versions. On the other hand, they had already tested
PaaSage the CAMEL Editor Eclipse plugin from PaaSage (textual) and other graphical editors (such
as Modelio) and preferred the non-graphical editor that included friendly functionalities such as
identification of attributes required versus optional, auto completion capabilities and model validation
among others. Thus, these are exactly the features we aim to maintain in the MUSA Modeller. As both
graphical and textual editors allow for the same degree of detail and completeness, we decided to
develop our MUSA Modeller as a text editor.
The current version of the extensions to CAMEL meta-model developed in MUSA can be found in
Appendix B and a summary of the major innovations achieved can be found in Section 7.
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5 MUSA Modeller Architecture
This section contains the description of the MUSA Modeller’s architecture.
The MUSA IDE was identified as KR1 and includes MUSA Modeller and MUSA SLA Generator.
The SLA Generator is explained in deliverable D2.1 Initial SbD methods for multi-cloud applications
and this section focuses in the Modeller.

5.1 Objective and overview
The MUSA Modeller is a web editor that allows the creation and maintenance of CAMEL (extended)
models. Through these models it is possible to specify a complete specification of the requirements
needed by an application to be deployed in a secure multi-cloud environment.
Next figure shows the MUSA overall workflow and how the MUSA Modeller fits in it. As initial step
of the design phase, the DevOps Team creates the Cloud Provider Independent Model (CPIM) of the
multi-cloud application using the MUSA Modeller. The CPIM of the application is a specification
done in a level of abstraction independent from information of specific Cloud Services that the
application will use. The generated CPIM is used in the risk assessment, the SLA generation and in the
multi-cloud application deployment as input. The detailed MUSA workflow is described in D1.3
Initial MUSA framework implementation.

Figure 10. MUSA overall process

5.2 Component model
Next are described the high level components in which the MUSA Modeller is structured:


Web component: represents the interface from which the user accesses the Modeller and all
the logic necessary to access the services offered by the Server Component. It includes the
Xtext libraries that offer services for remote management of syntax validation and auto
completion



Server component: contains the main logic of the Modeller. It offers a series of web services
that can be invoked from the Web component and that implement all the necessary
functionalities.



Database component: contains all the logic through which database operations are
performed. It uses the "Hibernate" framework, which allows abstracting from the database
engine by using a declarative specification (in configuration files) of the connection data.

In the following sections a detailed explanation of each of these components is made.
Figure 11 illustrates a high level overview of the full architecture.
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Figure 11. MUSA Modeller architecture overview

5.2.1 Web Component
5.2.1.1 Overview
The Web Component represents the interface through which the DevOps engineer accesses the
Modeller. It invokes services deployed on the Server Component.

5.2.1.2 Component diagram
As it can be seen in next figure, the Web Component is mainly composed of three sub-components:


Modeller Web Page: Interface through which the DevOps engineer accesses the Modeller
and models the CPIM of the multi-cloud application. It consists of html code with controls
that allow the user to interact with the system and stylesheets and javascript files provided by
the Xtext Web Editor framework [39]. The javascript files contain code used to invoke the
Xtext services, allowing this way the creation of a (extended) CAMEL language´s syntax
editor within a web browser.



CAMEL DSL (Domain Specific Language): Library containing the specification of the
extended CAMEL meta-model (official library + extension made to meet MUSA project´s
specific needs). This library is used by Xtext to validate the syntax and to handle the auto
completion functionality of the elements belonging to the models written in the editor of the
Modeler by the DevOps engineers.



Xtext Web Services: Xtext library that contains a series of REST services able of providing
the tool's full functionalities within a web environment. Until the appearance of Xtext version
2.9 in December 2015, the framework had provided the functions of creating and validating
syntax of domain dependent languages only in stand-alone environments (mainly within the
Eclipse ecosystem), but in version 2.9 Xtext included a series of REST web services together
with javascript files and style sheets in order to facilitate the use of the framework in web
environments.
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Figure 12. MUSA Modeller Web Component

5.2.2 Server Component
5.2.2.1 Overview
The Server Component acts as an intermediary between the Web Component and the Database
Component. It offers web services through which maintenance operations (creation, consultation and
modification) of the CAMEL models are offered. These services send the corresponding request to the
Database Component to execute the operation on the database.

5.2.2.2 Component diagram
The Server Component is composed of two sub-components.


Maintenance Web Services: Web services exposed through a REST interface that are
invoked from the Web Component to create, modify or query a (extended) CAMEL model
given an application identifier. These services delegate all necessary processing to classes
contained in the Maintenance Core, which are responsible of processing the data that is sent
and retrieved from the database through the Data Component.



Maintenance Core: A package containing a series of java classes in which web services
delegate all data processing and access to the database.
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Figure 13. MUSA Modeller Server Component.

5.2.3 Database Component
5.2.3.1 Overview
This component encapsulates all the accesses to the database in which the (extended) CAMEL models
are stored.
This component makes use of Hibernate, the object-relational mapping framework for the Java
language.
Hibernate's primary feature is mapping from Java classes to database tables; and mapping from Java
data types to SQL data types. Hibernate also provides data query and retrieval facilities. It generates
SQL calls and relieves the developer from manual handling and object conversion of the result set.
Apart from this, Hibernate allows to make an abstraction of the database engine used, by specifying
the database configuration data declaratively, so that in case of a change of database engine, it would
not be necessary to modify the code to access to it.

5.2.3.2 Component diagram
The Database Component is composed of two sub-components.


Database Manager: A component that contains all the operations that can be performed in
the mu_mcapp table, which contains the relation of all the (ext.) CAMEL models that have
been generated in MUSA. It is a java class that implements the following methods:
o

addMCApp (String mcApplication, String version, String camel)
Method through which a new record is inserted into the table. It receives as
parameters the application ID, the application version and the camel model that is
wanted to be stored for the application.
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getMCApps( )
Returns all the applications with their associated CAMEL models.

o

getMCApp(String mcApplication)
Retrieves the data of a certain application from its identifier.

o

updateMCApp(String mcApplication, String camel)
Updates the model associated to an application given its identifier and the new version
of the model.

o

deleteMCApp(String mcApplication)
It deletes all the data corresponding to an application dato its identification.



Hibernate Configuration: Set of configuration files and classes through which declarative
access to the database is managed via Hibernate. It is also established an automatic mapping
of java objects with database tables (in this case we only have one). This automatic mapping
even allows the database to be created when the server is started, without the need to launch a
script or to access a client to access the particular database engine.
Next shows the content of the two configuration files that are used:

Figure 14. Configuration file on which the mapping is established.
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In next figure it can be seen MUSA Modeller Database Component´s component diagram.

Figure 16. MUSA Modeller Database Component
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5.3 Data model
Next it is presented the data model used by the Modeller Editor.
As it can be seen, it consists of a single table, which has a direct correspondence with the structure of
the class shown in the previous section related to the Hibernate Configuration (Figure 14).

Figure 17. MUSA IDE Editor mu_mcapp table definition
Where:


Id: is the application identifier (auto-incremental value).



Date: The date on which a record is inserted or modified.



MCApplication: descriptive name of the application.



MCAVersion: version of the (ext.) CAMEL model for the application.



Camel: CAMEL model.



MCAppSLA: SLA for the specified deployment through the (ext.) CAMEL model.



PlanId: Identifies the deployment plan associated with the application and its corresponding
CAMEL model.



CamelXMI: CAMEL model in XMI format.

5.4 Collaboration model
The collaboration model below describes the three main operations that can be executed through the
Modeller, which capture all the functionalities offered by the module.


creation of a new multi-cloud application specification model (extended camel)



update of a multi-cloud application specification model.



recovery of a multi-cloud application specification model given application identifier.

Figure 18 shows the process followed to create a new multi-cloud application specification model.
First, the DevOps engineer accesses the Modeller Web Page with the aim of creating a new multicloud application specification model. This page contains an editor through which the engineer can
specify the deployment features of the application by following the extended CAMEL grammar. As
the engineer edits the model, the syntax of the model is validated by invoking a series of REST web
services offered by the Xtext Web Editor framework.
Once the model has been written by the DevOps engineer, he can make a request to save it associated
with an application by invoking the createMcApp operation of the Maintenance Web Services. This
service delegates the management of the insertion to the database to the Maintenance Core component,
which in turn will use the Database Manager to finally perform the insertion.
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Figure 19 shows the process followed to perform the modification of an multi-cloud application
specification model.
The process is practically the same as in the previous case. As can be seen in the sequence diagram,
the only two differences are as follows: in this case, first the Devops engineer has to select the
application and the version of which he wants to get the model for later editing. Once he has the model
loaded in the web page editor, he can edit it. When the model has been edited and by selecting the
"save" option, the updateMcApp service of Maintenance Web Services will be invoked, and the
corresponding update will be made in the database. This service requires the application id and the
modified camel to be passed as parameters.
Figure 20 shows the process that is executed to retrieve a multi-cloud application specification model
by giving the id of the application to which it belongs.
In this case, a REST client calls the getCamel service exposed by the Maintenance Web Services
component. As in the previous cases, the web service delegates all the management of the request to
the Maintenance Core, which at the same time uses the Database Manager to perform the operation in
the database. Once the query has been executed, the recovered camel model is returned as a string in
case it has been found and if it is not found, a message indicating this situation is returned.
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Figure 18. MUSA Modeller sequence diagram for creating a new multi-cloud application model.
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Figure 19. MUSA Modeller sequence diagram for updating a multi-cloud application model.
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Figure 20. MUSA Modeller sequence diagram for recovering a multi-cloud application model.
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5.5 Interface specification
The REST API interfaces offered by the MUSA Modeller to perform the operations described in the
previous section are described below:


creation of a new multi-cloud application specification model (extended camel)



update of a multi-cloud application specification model.



recovery of a multi-cloud application specification model given application identifier.

5.5.1 Creation of a new multi-cloud application specification model
The following table presents the set of REST calls associated with the creation of a new model. For
each call, it is detailed the URI (i.e. the call path), the HTTP method used, along with the request and
response header/bodies.
Table 2. Interface specification for creating a new multi-cloud application specification model
Resource URI

/createMcApp

POST

Description

It requests for a creation of a new multi-cloud application
specification model.

Request body

Multi-cloud application (McApplication) id, version and
extended camel document in json format.

Response body

Media type: Application/json

Response code
semantics

200 (OK) if the model has been created correctly.
Diverse 400 type messages depending on the error.

5.5.2 Modification of an multi-cloud application specification model
The following table presents the set of REST calls associated with the update of a model. For each
call, it is detailed the URI (i.e. the call path), the HTTP method used, along with the request and
response header/bodies.
Table 3. Interface specification for updating a multi-cloud application specification model
Resource URI

/updateMcApp

POST

Description

It requests for the update of multi-cloud application
specification model.

Request body

Multi-cloud application (McApplication) id and extended
camel document in json format.

Response body

Media type: Application/json

Response code
semantics

200 (OK) if the model has been updated correctly.
Diverse 400 type messages depending on the error
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5.5.3 Recovery of an multi-cloud application specification model
The following table presents the set of REST calls associated with the recovery of a model given the
application id to which it belongs to. For each call, it is detailed the URI (i.e. the call path), the HTTP
method used, along with the request and response header/bodies.
Table 4. Interface specification for recovering a multi-cloud application specification model
Resource URI

/getCamel{id}

GET

Description

It requests for getting of a multi-cloud application
specification model given an application id.

Request body

Empty

Response body

Media type: Text/plain

Response code
semantics

A string containing the model if it can be recovered.
Diverse 400 type messages depending on the error
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6 MUSA Modeller implementation
In this section we describe the version of the MUSA Modeller that is currently available.

6.1 Prerequisites and installation
The MUSA Modeller requires the installation of a MySQL database manager that is used by the
Database Component.
All other libraries required are included in the java Eclipse project itself.

6.2 Usage guide
The current version of the MUSA Modeller is available in the MUSA website under Tools menu,
www.musa-project.eu.
The use of the MUSA Modeller will be integrated within the complete MUSA framework usage flow,
which will be explained in detail in deliverable D1.3 Initial MUSA framework implementation.
The Modeller has a simple Graphical User Interface (see Figure 21) that allows:


Creating new application models. (+NEW button).



Editing and saving the application models. (SAVE button). The application models are stored
in the Database component for future reuse.



Loading existing application models in the Database. Drop down menu besides SAVE button.



Model checking for syntax correctness and integrity while editing. The tool provides messages
of warnings and errors whenever non-conformances are identified in the model.



Support to the selection of MUSA Security enforcement agents (see Figure 22). The presented
agents are those stored in the MUSA Security Agent Catalogue.

Figure 21. Modeller GUI
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Figure 22. Modeller support to MUSA Security agent selection
An example of usage of the Modeller can be seen in the video named “MUSA Modeller” available at
the MUSA youtube channel here:
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCA7mR0pU82yKPhF5jkPSlPw
The video is also available at the MUSA public website www.musa-project.eu within Tools menu.

6.3 Source code repository
The initial open source projects that implement the MUSA Modeller described above are currently in a
private BitBucket repository by Tecnalia, only accessible by MUSA participants. In future deliverable
D2.4 the code will be in public BitBucket repository.
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7 Innovation
Regarding MUSA Modeller, the main contributions and advances are related to its expressiveness to
define and configure multi-cloud applications at design-time. Such flexible, powerful definition is
used later on by other MUSA tools to provision, deploy and monitor the security properties of multicloud applications and its components at run-time.
Whereas standards and approaches for the infrastructure provisioning model have already gained
traction, proposals for cloud platforms are still premature. Moreover, none of the mentioned initiatives
and languages along the document faces the current open security issues. Therefore, MUSA has
chosen CAMEL as the base language to specify and enact the provisioning, deployment, monitoring,
and adaptation of cloud-based applications and efforts have been made in order to enhance securityrelated aspects.
In brief, the main innovations achieved in MUSA Modeller are the improvements to the CAMEL
language and its editing tool as follows:


Refinement of security aspects in Organisation, User, Credentials and Roles entities. For
instance, in MUSA the types of credentials available to authenticate a user have been
extended. Among other changes, it has been added expiration dates to Credentials and
additional parameters properties to User.



Definition of Enforcement MUSA Agents as Internal Components. As their name suggests,
the Enforcement MUSA Agents enforce the multi-cloud application security policies at
runtime. Such agents are already pre-defined in the MUSA Security Agents Catalogue so
end-users are able to re-use and configure them in a friendly way.



Explicit definition of communication protocols. In CAMEL, users model the communications
between the components (e.g. by setting the IP addresses and ports in the configuration of the
components). But it lacks that users can establish or force to use a specific protocol as it has
been introduced in MUSA. Such explicit definition allows to automatically validate the intradependencies of the components of multi-cloud application.



Modelling of dynamic configurations of communications between components. In CAMEL,
users model the communications between the components in a static way. However, in
MUSA, dynamic characteristics have been introduced such as context paths (instead of IP
addresses) and dynamic port ranges. Such new capabilities are useful, for instance, to
configure explicitly inbound traffic when users deploy components in Docker containers.



Extension of the modelling of life-cycle handlers. In CAMEL users model components and
assigns life-cycle handlers that are responsible for installing, configuring, starting, and
stopping the components on virtual machines. Where this deployment process is restricted to
scripted commands. However, CAMEL lacks the connection with more advanced
frameworks such as Cloudify [36], Puppet [37], or Chef [38]. Therefore, in MUSA this gap
between multi-cloud application models and configuration management tools has been faced
via the new Configuration entity of and its concepts (e.g. cookbooks and recipes in case of
Chef).



Web-based user interface. MUSA project has taken advantage of the one of new capabilities
of the Xtext technology realised in November 11, 2015, i.e. the Xtext Web editor support.
Therefore, multi-cloud applications models can be edited and updated remotely by end-users
while they are stored in shared repositories. All in all, without any program installation and
using any web browser since its JavaScript-based API allows adding language-specific
features such as auto completion and live validation.
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8 Conclusion and further work
This document provides a description of the security-aware multi-cloud application modelling
mechanisms and supporting prototype developed in MUSA.
The document explains the design decisions and choices for building a language that suits multi-cloud
application security-aware modelling requirements in MUSA.
As the most suitable candidate, the project has adopted the CAMEL language of PaaSage project
which already provided a rich Requirements, Deployment, Scalability, and Security models that cover
many of the requirements for security-aware multi-cloud applications specification. Nevertheless,
additional requirements were identified in MUSA use cases and WP1 for which extensions to CAMEL
have been developed as detailed in sections 4 and 7.
The current prototype supporting the extended CAMEL is already integrated with the MUSA frontend and available in the MUSA website.
In the future it is expected that further extensions of CAMEL model will be developed in order to
address the concepts required to support composition of components’ SLAs in MUSA. These should
include component relationship type attribute (e.g., embed, delegate, integrate), and Subject attribute
(e.g. self, …).
Other updates relate to Security Controls information, to properly support Security Control
Framework families as different families may be used in the SLA specification, e.g. name attribute:
<Family>-<Number> ), or sub-domain attribute (which needs to be optional).
As MUSA also offers security enforcement agents that allow component scaling up and down (see HA
Framework agent in deliverable D4.2), we also need to study whether the Scalability model of
CAMEL could be used in order to define scalability rules as pre-defined configuration for the agents.
Another important aspect is the updates needed to support the composability of CAMEL models for
composition of to create the overall multi-cloud application CAMEL model by referring to individual
components’ individual components’ models. This will extremely ease the readability of the models
and increase dramatically the usability of the tool.
In addition, considering the complexity of multi-cloud environments, we will analyse the need to
extend CAMEL to address the specification of usage of diverse types of cloud resources such as SaaS,
and DaaS (Data as a Service) for example.
Last but not least, security and privacy concerns related to controlled access to the MUSA Modeller
usage are certainly required. These will be addressed together with the overall MUSA framework
security in an integrated way.
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Appendix A. MUSA motivation and background
The main goal of MUSA is to support the security-intelligent lifecycle management of distributed
applications over heterogeneous cloud resources, through a security framework that includes: a)
security-by-design mechanisms to allow application self-protection at runtime, and b) methods and
tools for the integrated security assurance in both the engineering and operation of multi-cloud
applications.
MUSA overall concept is depicted in the figure below.

Figure A.1: MUSA overall concept
MUSA framework combines 1) a preventive security approach, promoting Security by Design
practices in the development and embedding security mechanisms in the application, and 2) a reactive
security approach, monitoring application runtime to mitigate security incidents, so multi-cloud
application providers can be informed and react to them without losing end-user trust in the multicloud application. An integrated coordination of all phases in the application lifecycle management is
needed in order to ensure the preventive oriented security to be embedded and aligned with reactive
security measures.
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Appendix B. CAMEL meta-model extensions in MUSA

Figure B.1: MUSA overall meta-model
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Figure B.2: MUSA Deployment meta-model
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Figure B.3: MUSA Organisation and Security meta-models
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Appendix C. Example of TSM application CPIM
camel model TSMModel {
location model TSMLocation {
region EU {
name: Europe
}
country DE {
name: Germany
// parentRegions is not a compulsory property
// parent regions [TSMLocation.EU]
}
country UK {
name: UnitedKingdom
parent regions [TSMLocation.EU]
}
country FI {
name: Finland
parent regions [TSMLocation.EU]
}
} // location model TSMLocation
requirement model TSMRequirement {
// example of QuantitativeHardwareRequirement only applicable to a specific
Component
quantitative hardware JourneyPlanner {
ram: 1024..
// always in MEGABYTES
storage: 10.. // always in GIGABYTES
}
quantitative hardware CoreIntensive {
core: 4..16
ram: 1024..8192
}
quantitative hardware CPUIntensive {
core: 1..
// min and max number of CPU cores
ram: 1024..8192 // size of RAM
cpu: 1.0..
// min and max CPU frequency
}
quantitative hardware StorageIntensive {
storage: 1000..
}
os Ubuntu {os: Ubuntu 64os}
location requirement GermanyReq {
locations [TSMLocation.DE]
}
location requirement UKReq {
locations [TSMLocation.UK]
}
location requirement FinlandReq {
locations [TSMLocation.FI]
}
horizontal scale requirement HorizontalScaleTSMEngineHAFw {
component: TSMModel.TSMDeployment.TSMEngineHAFw
instances: 1..5
}
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} // requirement model TSMRequirement
scalability model TSMScalability {
//model all scalability requirements for TSM app
////horizontal scale rules.
horizontal scaling action HorizontalScalingTSMEngineHAFw {
type: SCALE OUT
vm: TSMModel.TSMDeployment.CPUIntensiveUbuntuFinland
internal component: TSMModel.TSMDeployment.TSMEngineHAFw
}
non-functional event CPUAvgMetricNFEAll {
metric condition: TSMModel.TSMMetric.CPUAvgMetricConditionAll
violation
}
non-functional event CPUAvgMetricNFEAny {
metric condition: TSMModel.TSMMetric.CPUAvgMetricConditionAny
violation
}
binary event pattern CPUAvgMetricBEPAnd {
left event: TSMModel.TSMScalability.CPUAvgMetricNFEAll
right event: TSMModel.TSMScalability.CPUAvgMetricNFEAny
operator: AND
}
scalability rule RawCPUScalabilityRule {
event: TSMModel.TSMScalability.CPUAvgMetricBEPAnd
actions [TSMModel.TSMScalability.HorizontalScalingTSMEngineHAFw]
scale requirements [TSMRequirement.HorizontalScaleTSMEngineHAFw]
}
////vertical scale rules. Pending
} // scalability model TSMScalability
type model TUTType {
enumeration VMTypeEnum {
values [ 'M1.MICRO' : 0,
'M1.TINY' : 1,
'M1.SMALL' : 2,
'M1.MEDIUM' : 3,
'M1.LARGE' : 4,
'M1.XLARGE' : 5,
'M1.XXLARGE' : 6,
'M2.SMALL' : 7,
'M2.MEDIUM' : 8,
'M2.LARGE' : 9,
'M2.XLARGE' : 10,
'C1.SMALL' : 11,
'C1.MEDIUM' : 12,
'C1.LARGE' : 13,
'C1.XLARGE' : 14,
'C1.XXLARGE' : 15 ]
}
range MemoryRange {
primitive type: IntType
lower limit {
int value 256 included
}
upper limit {
int value 32768 included
}
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}
range StorageRange {
primitive type: IntType
lower limit {
int value 0 included
}
upper limit {
int value 160 included
}
}
range CoresRange {
primitive type: IntType
lower limit {
int value 1 included
}
upper limit {
int value 16 included
}
}
string value type StringValueType {
primitive type: StringType
}
list StorageList {
values [ int value 0,
int value 20,
int value 40,
int value 80,
int value 160 ]
}
list MemoryList {
values [ int value 256,
int value 512,
int value 2048,
int value 4096,
int value 8192,
int value 16384,
int value 32768 ]
}
list CoresList {
values [ int value 1,
int value 2,
int value 4,
int value 8,
int value 16 ]
}
range Range_0_100 {
primitive type: IntType
lower limit {int value 0 included}
upper limit {int value 100}
}
range Range_0_10000 {
primitive type: IntType
lower limit {int value 0}
upper limit {int value 10000 included}
}
range DoubleRange_0_100 {
primitive type: DoubleType
lower limit {double value 0.0 included}
upper limit {double value 100.0 included}
}
} // type model TUTType
unit model TSMUnit {
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storage unit { StorageUnit: GIGABYTES }
time interval unit {minutes: MINUTES}
time interval unit {seconds: SECONDS}
/* some examples... */
monetary unit {Euro: EUROS}
throughput unit {SimulationsPerSecondUnit: TRANSACTIONS_PER_SECOND}
time interval unit {ResponseTimeUnit: MILLISECONDS}
time interval unit {ExperimentMakespanInSecondsUnit: SECONDS}
transaction unit {NumberOfSimulationsLeftInExperimentUnit: TRANSACTIONS}
dimensionless {AvailabilityUnit: PERCENTAGE}
dimensionless {CPUUnit: PERCENTAGE}
} // unit model TUTUnit
application TSMApplication {
version: 'v1.0'
owner: TUTOrganisation.test_user1
deployment models [TSMModel.TSMDeployment]
} // application TSMApplication

organisation model TUTOrganisation {
organisation TUT {
www: 'http://www.tut.fi/en/home'
postal address: 'Korkeakoulunkatu 10, 33720 Tampere, Finland'
email: 'test.test@tut.fi'
}
user test_user1 {
first name: test_name
last name: test_surname
email: 'test_name.test_surname@tut.fi'
musa credentials {
end time: 2017-11-01
username: 'mcp'
password: 'test_name_surname'
}
}
user test_user2 {
first name: user2_name
last name: user2_surname
email: 'its email'
musa credentials {
username: 'user2'
password: 'user2_passw'
}
}
user group test_group {
users [TUTOrganisation.test_user1, TUTOrganisation.test_user2]
}
role devop
role assignment test_nameDevop {
start: 2016-02-26
end: 2017-02-26
assigned on: 2016-02-25
users: [TUTOrganisation.test_user1, TUTOrganisation.test_user2]
role: devop
}
role assignment test_groupDevop {
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start: 2016-02-01
end: 2017-02-26
assigned on: 2016-02-25
role: devop
user groups: [TUTOrganisation.test_group]
}
security level: HIGH
} // organisation model TUTOrganisation
deployment model TSMDeployment {
// example of VMRequirementSet only applicable to a specific Component
requirement set JourneyPlannerHostRS {
os: TSMRequirement.Ubuntu
quantitative hardware: TSMRequirement.JourneyPlanner
location: TSMRequirement.UKReq
}
requirement set CoreIntensiveUbuntuFinlandRS {
os: TSMRequirement.Ubuntu
quantitative hardware: TSMRequirement.CoreIntensive
location: TSMRequirement.UKReq
}
requirement set CPUIntensiveUbuntuFinlandRS {
os: TSMRequirement.Ubuntu
quantitative hardware: TSMRequirement.CPUIntensive
location: TSMRequirement.UKReq
}
requirement set CPUIntensiveUbuntuUKRS {
os: TSMRequirement.Ubuntu
quantitative hardware: TSMRequirement.CPUIntensive
location: TSMRequirement.UKReq
}
requirement set StorageIntensiveUbuntuFinlandRS {
os: TSMRequirement.Ubuntu
quantitative hardware: TSMRequirement.StorageIntensive
location: TSMRequirement.UKReq
}
vm JourneyPlanner {
requirement set JourneyPlannerHostRS
provided host JourneyPlannerHost
}
vm CoreIntensiveUbuntuFinland {
requirement set CoreIntensiveUbuntuFinlandRS
provided host CoreIntensiveUbuntuFinlandHost
}
vm CPUIntensiveUbuntuFinland {
requirement set CPUIntensiveUbuntuFinlandRS
provided host CPUIntensiveUbuntuFinlandHost
}
vm StorageIntensiveUbuntuFinland {
requirement set StorageIntensiveUbuntuFinlandRS
provided host StorageIntensiveUbuntuFinlandHost
}
vm CPUIntensiveUbuntuUK {
requirement set CPUIntensiveUbuntuUKRS
provided host CPUIntensiveUbuntuUKHost
}
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internal component TSMEngine {
context path: 'tsme'
provided communication TSMEnginePort { port: 8185 ports range:
context path: 'tsme' }
provided communication TSMEngineRESTPort { port: 445 ports range:
32768..32800 context path: 'tsme' }
0..32800

required communication IDManagerPortReq {port: 8080 ports range:
32768..32800 context path: 'tsme' mandatory}
required communication JourneyPlannerPortReq {port: 8085 ports range:
32768..32800 context path: 'tsme2' mandatory}
required communication DatabasePortReq {port: 3306 ports range:
32768..32800 context path: 'tsme' mandatory}
provided communication TSMEnginePort { port: 8185 }
provided communication TSMEngineRESTPort { port: 445 }
required communication IDManagerPortReq {port: 8080 mandatory}
required communication JourneyPlannerPortReq {port: 8085 mandatory}
required communication DatabasePortReq {port: 3306 mandatory}
required host CoreIntensiveUbuntuFinlandHostReq
configuration TSMEngineConfigurationCHEF {
CHEF configuration manager C1 { //Configuration Management tool
cookbook:
'TSMEgineAccessControlAgentConfigurationCookbook1'
recipe: 'RecipeZ'
}
}
}
internal component TSMEgineAccessControlAgent {//MUSA Enforcement Agent from
a list in the Catalogue
//type MUSA Enforcement component
type: MUSA.MUSADEP.ENFAG2
provided communication TSMEgineAccessControlAgentPort{port: 000}
required communication TSMEgineAccessControlAgentReq{port: 000
mandatory}
required host CoreIntensiveUbuntuFinlandHostReq /*The same host as
TSMEngine or other.*/
configuration TSMEgineAccessControlAgentConfiguration {
CHEF configuration manager C1 { //Configuration Management tool
cookbook:
'TSMEgineAccessControlAgentConfigurationCookbook1'
recipe: 'RecipeZ'
}
}
}
internal component TSMEgineVulnScannerAgent {
type: MUSA.MUSADEP.ENFAG1
provided communication TSMEgineVulnScannerAgentPort{port: 000 }
required communication TSMEgineVulnScannerAgentReq{port: 000
mandatory}
required host CoreIntensiveUbuntuFinlandHostReq //The same host as the
mc app internal component associated to it, TSMEngine.
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configuration TSMEgineAccessControlAgentConfiguration{
CHEF configuration manager C1 { //Configuration Management tool
cookbook:
'TSMEgineAccessControlAgentConfigurationCookbook1'
recipe: 'RecipeZ'
}
}
}
internal component TSMEngineHAFw {
provided communication TSMEngineHAFwPort{port: 000 }
required communication TSMEngineHAFwPort{port: 000 mandatory}
required host CoreIntensiveUbuntuFinlandHostReq /*The same host as
TSMEngine or other.*/
configuration TSMEngineHAFwConfiguration{
CHEF configuration manager C1 { //Configuration Management tool
cookbook: 'TSMEngineHAFwConfigurationCookbook1'
recipe: 'RecipeZ'
}
}
}

internal component JourneyPlanner {
provided communication JourneyPlannerPort {port: 8085}
required communication ConsumptionEstimatorPortReq {port: 9090
mandatory}
required
required
required
required

communication
communication
communication
communication

GoogleDirectionsPortReq { port: 9999 mandatory}
GoogleMapsPortReq { port: 9999 mandatory}
ITSFactoryPortReq { port: 9999 mandatory}
FMIPortReq { port: 9999 mandatory}

//required host CPUIntensiveUbuntuFinlandHostReq
required host JourneyPlannerHostReq
configuration JourneyPlannerManualConfiguration{
download: 'wget
https://github.com/musa/TSM_service_scripts/archive/musa.tar.gz && sudo apt-get
update && sudo apt-get install -y groovy ant && tar -zxvf musa.tar.gz && cd
TSM_service_scripts-musa'
install: 'cd TSM_service_scripts-musa &&
./information_service_install.sh'
start: 'cd TSM_service_scripts-musa &&
./information_service_start.sh'
}
}
internal component ConsumptionEstimator {
provided communication ConsumptionEstimatorPort {port: 9090}
required communication HAFrameworkPortCECPortReq {}
required host CPUIntensiveUbuntuUKHostReq
configuration ConsumptionManualEstimatorConfiguration{
download: 'wget
https://github.com/musa/TSM_service_scripts/archive/musa.tar.gz && sudo apt-get
update && sudo apt-get install -y groovy ant && tar -zxvf musa.tar.gz && cd
TSM_service_scripts-musa'
install: 'cd TSM_service_scripts-musa &&
./simulation_manager_install.sh'
start: 'cd TSM_service_scripts-musa &&
./simulation_manager_start.sh'
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}
}
internal component IDMAM {
provided communication IDManagerPort {port: 8080}
required host CoreIntensiveUbuntuFinlandHostReq
configuration IDManagerManualConfiguration{
download: 'wget
https://github.com/musa/TSM_service_scripts/archive/musa.tar.gz && sudo apt-get
update && sudo apt-get install -y groovy ant && tar -zxvf musa.tar.gz && cd
TSM_service_scripts-musa'
install: 'cd TSM_service_scripts-musa &&
./storage_manager_install.sh'
start: 'cd TSM_service_scripts-musa &&
./storage_manager_start.sh'
}
}
internal component IDMAMDatabase {
provided communication DatabasePort {port: 3306}
required host StorageIntensiveUbuntuFinlandHostReq
configuration DatabaseManualConfiguration{
download: 'wget
https://github.com/musa/TSM_service_scripts/archive/musa.tar.gz && sudo apt-get
update && sudo apt-get install -y groovy ant && tar -zxvf musa.tar.gz && cd
TSM_service_scripts-musa'
install: 'cd TSM_service_scripts-musa &&
./storage_manager_install.sh'
start: 'cd TSM_service_scripts-musa &&
./storage_manager_start.sh'
}
}
internal component JourneyDatabase {
provided communication DatabasePort {port: 3306}
required host StorageIntensiveUbuntuFinlandHostReq
configuration DatabaseManualConfiguration{
download: 'wget
https://github.com/musa/TSM_service_scripts/archive/musa.tar.gz && sudo apt-get
update && sudo apt-get install -y groovy ant && tar -zxvf musa.tar.gz && cd
TSM_service_scripts-musa'
install: 'cd TSM_service_scripts-musa &&
./storage_manager_install.sh'
start: 'cd TSM_service_scripts-musa &&
./storage_manager_start.sh'
}
}
hosting TSMEngineToCoreIntensiveUbuntuFinlandHost {
from TSMEngine.CoreIntensiveUbuntuFinlandHostReq to
CoreIntensiveUbuntuFinland.CoreIntensiveUbuntuFinlandHost
}
hosting JourneyPlannerToSpecificJourneyPlannerHost {
from JourneyPlanner.JourneyPlannerHostReq to
JourneyPlanner.JourneyPlannerHost
}
hosting ConsumptionEstimatorToCPUIntensiveUbuntuUK {
from ConsumptionEstimator.CPUIntensiveUbuntuUKHostReq to
CPUIntensiveUbuntuUK.CPUIntensiveUbuntuUKHost
}
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hosting IDManagerToCoreIntensiveUbuntuFinland {
from IDMAM.CoreIntensiveUbuntuFinlandHostReq to
CoreIntensiveUbuntuFinland.CoreIntensiveUbuntuFinlandHost
}
hosting DatabaseToStorageIntensiveUbuntuFinland {
from IDMAMDatabase.StorageIntensiveUbuntuFinlandHostReq to
StorageIntensiveUbuntuFinland.StorageIntensiveUbuntuFinlandHost
}
communication TSMEngineToDatabase {
type: REMOTE
from TSMEngine.DatabasePortReq to IDMAMDatabase.DatabasePort
protocol MYSQL
}
communication TSMEngineToIDManager {
type: REMOTE
from TSMEngine.IDManagerPortReq to IDMAM.IDManagerPort
}
communication TSMEngineToJourneyPlanner {
type: REMOTE
from TSMEngine.JourneyPlannerPortReq to
JourneyPlanner.JourneyPlannerPort
}
communication JourneyPlannerToConsumptionEstimator {
type: REMOTE
from JourneyPlanner.ConsumptionEstimatorPortReq to
ConsumptionEstimator.ConsumptionEstimatorPort
}
} // deployment model TSMDeployment

//Metric model for TSM App
metric model TSMMetric {
window Win5Min {
window type: SLIDING
size type: TIME_ONLY
time size: 5
unit: TSMModel.TSMUnit.minutes
}
window Win1Min {
window type: SLIDING
size type: TIME_ONLY
time size: 1
unit: TSMModel.TSMUnit.minutes
}
schedule Schedule1Min {
type: FIXED_RATE
interval: 1
unit: TSMModel.TSMUnit.minutes
}
schedule Schedule1Sec {
type: FIXED_RATE
interval: 1
unit: TSMModel.TSMUnit.seconds
}
property AvailabilityProperty {
type: MEASURABLE
sensors [TSMMetric.AvailabilitySensor]
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}
property CPUProperty {
type: MEASURABLE
sensors [TSMMetric.CPUSensor]
}
property ResponseTimeProperty {
type: MEASURABLE
sensors [TSMMetric.ResponseTimeSensor]
}
property FrequencyOfVulnerabilityScanningProperty {
type: MEASURABLE
sensors [TSMMetric.FreqOfVulnScanSensor]
}
sensor AvailabilitySensor {
configuration: 'MMTAgent.Availability'
push
}
sensor CPUSensor {
configuration: 'MMTAgent.CPU'
push
}
sensor ResponseTimeSensor {
push
}
sensor FreqOfVulnScanSensor {
configuration: 'MMTAgent.FreqOfVulnScan'
push
}
raw metric AvailabilityMetric {
value direction: 1
layer: SaaS
property: TSMModel.TSMMetric.AvailabilityProperty
unit: TSMModel.TSMUnit.AvailabilityUnit
value type: TSMModel.TUTType.DoubleRange_0_100
}
raw metric CPUMetric {
value direction: 0
layer: IaaS
property: TSMModel.TSMMetric.CPUProperty
unit: TSMModel.TSMUnit.CPUUnit
value type: TSMModel.TUTType.Range_0_100
}
raw metric ResponseTimeMetric {
value direction: 0
layer: SaaS
property: TSMModel.TSMMetric.ResponseTimeProperty
unit: TSMModel.TSMUnit.ResponseTimeUnit
value type: TSMModel.TUTType.Range_0_10000
}
composite metric MeanValueOfResponseTimeOfAllTSMEngineMetric {
value direction: 0
layer: SaaS
property: TSMModel.TSMMetric.ResponseTimeProperty
unit: TSMModel.TSMUnit.ResponseTimeUnit
metric formula MeanValueOfResponseTimeOfAllTSMEngineFormula {
function arity: UNARY
function pattern: MAP
MEAN(TSMModel.TSMMetric.ResponseTimeMetric)
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}
}
composite metric CPUAverage {
description: "Average usage of the CPU"
value direction: 1
layer: PaaS
property: TSMModel.TSMMetric.CPUProperty
unit: TSMModel.TSMUnit.CPUUnit
metric formula Formula_Average {
function arity: UNARY
function pattern: REDUCE
MEAN( TSMModel.TSMMetric.CPUMetric )
}
}
raw metric context TSMEngineAvailabilityContext {
metric: TSMModel.TSMMetric.AvailabilityMetric
sensor: TSMMetric.AvailabilitySensor
component: TSMModel.TSMDeployment.TSMEngine
quantifier: ANY
}
raw metric context CPUMetricConditionContext {
metric: TSMModel.TSMMetric.CPUMetric
sensor: TSMMetric.CPUSensor
component: TSMModel.TSMDeployment.TSMEngine
quantifier: ANY
}
raw metric context TSMEngineResponseTimeContext {
metric: TSMModel.TSMMetric.ResponseTimeMetric
sensor: TSMMetric.ResponseTimeSensor
component: TSMModel.TSMDeployment.TSMEngine
quantifier: ANY
}
raw metric context JourneyPlannerResponseTimeContext {
metric: TSMModel.TSMMetric.ResponseTimeMetric
sensor: TSMMetric.ResponseTimeSensor
component: TSMModel.TSMDeployment.JourneyPlanner
quantifier: ANY
}
raw metric context CPURawMetricContext {
metric: TSMModel.TSMMetric.CPUMetric
sensor: TSMMetric.CPUSensor
component: TSMModel.TSMDeployment.TSMEngine
schedule: TSMModel.TSMMetric.Schedule1Sec
quantifier: ALL
}
composite metric context CPUAvgMetricContextAll {
metric: TSMModel.TSMMetric.CPUAverage
component: TSMModel.TSMDeployment.TSMEngine
window: TSMModel.TSMMetric.Win5Min
schedule: TSMModel.TSMMetric.Schedule1Min
composing metric contexts [TSMModel.TSMMetric.CPURawMetricContext]
quantifier: ALL
}
composite metric context CPUAvgMetricContextAny {
metric: TSMModel.TSMMetric.CPUAverage
component: TSMModel.TSMDeployment.TSMEngine
window: TSMModel.TSMMetric.Win1Min
schedule: TSMModel.TSMMetric.Schedule1Min
composing metric contexts [TSMModel.TSMMetric.CPURawMetricContext]
quantifier: ANY
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}
metric condition TSMEngineAvailabilityCondition {
context: TSMModel.TSMMetric.TSMEngineAvailabilityContext
threshold: 99.0
comparison operator: >
}
metric condition CPUMetricCondition {
context: TSMModel.TSMMetric.CPUMetricConditionContext
threshold: 80.0
comparison operator: >
}
metric condition TSMEngineResponseTimeCondition {
context: TSMModel.TSMMetric.TSMEngineResponseTimeContext
threshold: 0.3
comparison operator: <
}
metric condition JourneyPlannerResponseTimeCondition {
context: TSMModel.TSMMetric.JourneyPlannerResponseTimeContext
threshold: 700.0
comparison operator: >
}
metric condition CPUAvgMetricConditionAll {
context: TSMModel.TSMMetric.CPUAvgMetricContextAll
threshold: 50.0
comparison operator: >
}
metric condition CPUAvgMetricConditionAny {
context: TSMModel.TSMMetric.CPUAvgMetricContextAny
threshold: 80.0
comparison operator: >
}
} // metric model TSMMetric
} // camel model TSMModel
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